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Abstract. A family of directed acyclic graphs G,, with 2”+l- 1 nodes, n l 2” edges and depth 
2 n+l -2 is constructed having the property: For any E (0 d E c ‘1) it is necessary to remove 
n(n .2”) edges in order to reduce the depth of G, to (2”)‘. 
1. htroductisn 
Depth-reduction has been investigated for the first time by Erdijs et al. [l]. They 
constructed a family of graphs g, = (V#, &) with 1 Vni = O(n), lEnI = O(n lgz n 1, 
depth (g,) = O(n) and showed that it is necessary to take out cln nodes in order 
to reduce the depth from c2n to cln. 
This result was sharpened in [2] to a family of graphs of finite degree. In [3] 
Valiant exhibited a connection between depth-reduction and computational com- 
plexity. He also proved an upper bound, generalising the one given in [I]: 
Fact [3]. Let G = (V(G), E(G)) be a directed, acyclic graph with depth d. In o Jer 
to reduce the depth to cI/~~ it is sufficient to take out ]E(G)lk/lg2 H edges. 
Another reason for the interest in depth-reduction is the following fact proven 
in [2]: 
Fact. If there is a function s(n) = o(n), sw:h that in any directed acyclic graph with 
n edges th.e depth can be reduced to lgz n by removal of only s(n) edges, then 
lineartt.ime-bounded nondeterministic Turing machines are more powerful than 
2-t-b deterministic Turing machines. 
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We will cornstruct a family of graphs Gk with 2k+* - I vertices, k l 2k edges and 
depth 2& r1 - 2 having the property: 
If the depth is to be reduceid to (2’)“, 0 c E c 1 9 
then c(E)~ l 2k edges must be removed. 
This shows, that for general graphs V3Iiant’s upper bound is asymptotically exact 
for the considered epths.. 
More severe depth-reduction may be possible, however, for graphs of fixed 
degree. Since the computational questions discussed in [2,3] require depth-reduc- 
tion only for graphs of fixed degree, the viability of this approach to those questions 
Pemains unsolved. 
2. Definition of the graph and notation 
i9efinit4on 1. Define Gk := (V( Gk), E(Gk)) with 
Intuitively: Take a complete binary tree of depth k. Remove all edges. Connect 
each vertex with all leaves, which were previously its descendants. Direct the new 
edges in the following way: the vertex receives edges from his left leaves and sends 
edges to his right leaves. 
Defanition 2. (a) u E V( Gc) is called a leaf elf Gk : +TI E (9,1}k. 
(b) Let v E V(G& Level(u) = j (=3 v E (0,l‘)‘. 
‘.c) For a path P in G denote the length of P by L(P). 
Remark. (a) 1 V(C,)j = 2k+’ - 1, IE(c;k)l = k l 2k. 
(b) Any two leaves are connected !by a path P wit!: L(P) = 2. 
Proof. (a) Trivial. 
(b) Let o1 < 212 be arb!trary. Then for some la, u an’d w: o1 = UOU, 02 = ul~ Now 
u1 + u + v2 is the desire< ;>ath. 
3. e basic lemma 
tern-a. Remove er set S of edges from Gn. Call a leaf intact, if no edge adjacent 
to it is taken out. If (here are j intact leaves, ihen there is a path P with L(P) 3 j. 
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Proof. By the remark above two leaves are connected by a path of length 2. After 
removal of S this remains true for intact leaves. Now let tll< u2 < l 0 l < vi be the 
intact leaves. Then there exists P in G, -S with P= VI +* 02 +* l l l +* vi. 
As a corollary we immediately get a weak. version of the lower bound of [l]. 
C~zollary. Reducing the depth to 2k-1 costs 2k-’ edges. 
4. (ia : c c i , J,)-subgraphs 
If the depth is to be reduced to Z=2” the following combinatorial problem arises: 
There are many isomorphic copies of G m+r in Gk. Each SU& COPY has I l 2’ 
leaves; of these leaves only I can be intact. How many edges must be removed to 
achieve this? 
We will investigate this problem for the following perspicuous class of copies. 
Definition 3. G c Gk is called a (iI, . . . , i,) -s&graph of Gk : q 
(a) G is isomorphic to G, ; 
(b) each leaf of G is a leaf of Gk ; 
(c) If v E V(G) is not a leaf of G, then Level(u) E {in, . . . , ir). 
Lemma 2. Let 0 G il < iz < l . 9 < ir < k. Then there are Zk-’ leaf-disjoint (il, l , . , id- 
subgraphs in Gk. 
k = 1: It is only to show: There exists one (O)-subgraph in G1. This is evident. 
k+k+l: 
Case 1: il= 0. By induction: There are 2k-(r’-*) leaf-disjoint (i2 - 1, . , . , c”, - I)- 
subgraphs in Gk. 
Let these graphs be G ‘, . . . , G*‘-(‘-‘, in the left Gk-copy of Gk+ 1 and 
G 62k-+” -1 S..‘Y in the right Gk-copy. Connect G’ with ? via the root. This gives 
2k-(r-1) = 2 k-t-l-r leaf-disjoint (i1, . , . , ir) subgraphs in C&+1. 
Case 2: il >O. By induction: There are 2’-’ leaf-disjoint (il- 1, . . . , i, - l)- 
subgraphs in each Gk-copy of Gk+l. This results in 2ki1*-’ ($1, . . . , i,)-subgraphs in 
Gk+l. 
5. The combinatorial problem 
Suppose, some set S of edges is removed. We then want to find for some large r 
a (il i 9*‘*9 t )-subgraph of Gk with many locally intact leaves, (‘locally intact’ means: 
no acljacent edge of the subgraph has been taken out). 
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‘I‘his is prepared by 
Lemmsr 3, Let lL!=m, LiE:L fop O~iik-1. Suppose CiILiI=(l-c)mk with 
0~~4. We can then find for each Ocr<(l-c)k a set I={il,...,ir}c 
{Q , . . . y k - I), such that 
i%mf, For x E L, let m, :=- i{i IX E Lil(. Then 
(by convexity of (:I w.r.t. s) 
=m 
/(I -c)k 
2 ) r l 
Therefore, there exists I0 c (0, . . . , k - l}, l&l = r such that 
Now we can prove 
Theorem. Let I S ( Zzk )’ for 0 G E C 1. 
IIn order to reduce the depth of Gk to 1, it is necessary to remove c (E ) l k 8 2k edges. 
Prosf. Suppose, that after removal of a set S of edges, we have reduced the depth 
of Gk to 1. 
LetfSI=c~k*2’,O~cCl.WeapplyLemma3: 
Let 
L := the set of leaves of d;k, 
Li :- the set of leaves of & still connected to level i. 
We then know: 1 lLil= (1 -r)k l 2k. 
So, there exia., i~_r each 0 =Z r s (1 - c)k a set I = {il, . . . , i,] of levels, such that 
According to Lemma 2, we have a leaf-disjoint decomposition of Gk into 2&-’ 
many (it, . . . , i,)-subgraphs. 
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At least one of these subgraphs must have at least 
2k 1 
1 -~i)~2~-r=(2(1-k_Cr+1))r 
locally intact leaves. 
Substituting r = (1 - &)k + 1, we get 
2(1_&)(2(1 _&))cl-JS)k = 2(1 -JC)2k(i-~)(l+ls,(I_Jc)) 
= 2( 1 .*.* &)2k’“4)) 
locally intact leaves. 
Now according to Lemma 1, we have the inequality 
2( 1 _ 42k(l-O(J3) < 2k”, 
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